
 Lei Zhang - Zaha Hadid 
 -Graduate of UT ARE - works in London 
 -Staff speaks 45 different languages (400 people) 
 -During the 39 years of practice, they have completed 66 buildings in 19 countries 
 -44 buildings currently in construction in 17 different countries 
 -Zaha Hadid is internationally known for some of the world’s most exciting buildings 
 -global leader in pioneering research and design innovation 
 -goal is to bring the future to the present 
 -Zaha was also an artist and input her drawings in many competitions 
 -the language they use is a more organic approach - want master plan to be detached and stand out from 
 the rest of the city 
 -Transportation projects: bridges with fluid forms and feelings 
 -New bridge under construction is longest asymmetrical single tower bridge 
 -Beijing airport finished in November 2019. Integrated the roof and the column structure - can afford large 
 spans without columns by doing this 
 -Tung Du airport competition - used modular system, roofs highly repetitive - emphasis on natural sunlight 
 coming through (rare for airport design) 
 -Landscape formation 1 (1999) in Germany - almost took the office of Zaha 20 years to build 
 -Soho Tower in Beijing - new approach for office tours, more dynamic and future-oriented 
 -6 floor office insert on top of old office building - top is only supported by columns coming down outside 
 of the old building 
 -Tower in Beijing - world’s largest atrium - spiral structure formed underneath 
 -Sports - Shiang Stadium: competition with 50 firms competed in competition 
 -city has several years of history- famous for terracotta soldiers 
 -Urban planning created a rectangular city grid 
 -wanted to create a very open and welcoming stadium for games and a lively eccentric area for post 
 games 
 -South is very open and green - marking entrance for people coming from subway 
 -North is more closed for circulation - environmental factor for winter weather 
 -Main concern is that circular stadium does not fit with rectangular city grid 
 -Easter 2020: company had a week to adjust the stadium to be more rectangular 
 -West elevation - compared to original scheme it has similar openness 
 -South elevation - main entrance for home fans - garden terraces to provide shade 
 -Roof cantilever overhang is inspired by ancient Chinese architecture 
 -Night view- seating bowl covered by translucent roof open at center - ensures plenty of natural light and 
 maintains grass on the field 
 -North corner - facade lines protect stadium from wind and convey fluid form of the roof 
 -South main entrance: terraces kept from original scheme - open facade inviting to city 
 -lighting design mainly focuses on atmosphere for games - reveals activity inside stadium 
 -players and officials enter in west side, hospitality and commercial workers enter in the east side, 
 spectators enter in the North and South sides 
 -stadium tribune - higher the C value is, the better the seat viewing - this one is higher than 95 
 -considering the time of the construction they are already very close to design intent 
 -used uhpc to wall cladding - brings out terracotta color the city is known for 
 -worked with SEP out of Germany for the structural engineering 
 -roof has two parts - membrane structure and steel space frame structure -  inner tension ring, outer 
 compression ring 
 -guide curves generated using computer modeling to calculate geometry that works 


